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ABSTRACT

In the area of nuciear energy utilization, the Republic of Kazakhstan follows international
legislation standards. Since December 13, 1993 Kazakhstan has been a participant of the
Nuclear Weapon Non-proliferation Treaty and does not have nuclear weapons. In the
framework of this treaty, Kazakhstan provides measures to ensure the non-proliferation
regime. The Republic signed the Agreement with IAEA on the guarantees, that were ratified
by a Presidential Decree in 1995.
Nuclear objects in Kazakhstan have the following characteristics:

,-Ulba Metallurgical Plant, located in the eastern area of Kazakhstan, manufactures fuel
pellets of uranium dioxide for heat release assemblies of RBMVK and LWR reactor types.
These pellets have an enrichment of UJ235 1.16-4.4%. Ulba also has a radioactive waste
disposal storage site7.

V-A power plant for heat and power supply, and water desalination is based at the BN-350
fast breeder reactor. This reactor is located in Aktau city on the Caspian Sea. Since April
1999, the reactor has been in the process of being decommissioned. There is a lot of
spent fuel with highly radioactive and toxic weapon plutonium there.

Xk There are also research reactors of National Nuclear Centre, located in the north-eastern
area of Kazakhstan, near Semipalatinsk city. These research reactors have nuclear
materials of the first category, which are attractive to criminal groups:

"IVG. 1 M - light-water heterogeneous reactor of vessel type on thermal neutrons, with light
water moderator and coolant, maximum power is 35 MW;
IGR - impulse homogeneous graphite reactor on thermal neutrons, with graphite reflector;
RA - high temperature gas cooled reactor on thermal neutrons, 0.5 MW power.
There is also a research reactor site near Almaty city, with LWR-K - light-water reactor,
with 10 MW power, uses highly enriched uranium (up to 36% of U-235);

The following activity was accomplished in the framework of physical security modernization
for nuclear objects and nuclear materials for the period since 1994 ti now under the support
of International Atomic Energy Agency and international grants of donor countries.

A'An estimation of existing physical protection measures and upgrades of such systems for
all the nuclear facilities was performed. Important attention was paid to providing
technical means of physical protection for the protection of st category of nuclear
materials, located in the nuclear facilities' storage sites.
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A set of expert reviews was performed with the support of Sweden and Germany to
assess legislation documents and to organize physical protection of nuclear fuel
manufacturing at Ulba Metallurgical Plant-

#A set of training sem inars on physical protection organization, in a framework of IAEA
recommendations (INFCIRC/225/Rev.3,4) was prepared and carried out. A practical
seminar to assess the vulnerability of the physical protection system for the Nuclear
Physics Institute with the participation of the US Department of Energy and Nuclear
Regulatory Commission was also carried out.

In May 1999 - Kazakhstan participated in a training seminar by Sandia National Laboratory
for designing and assessment of physical protection systems at Brno, Czech Republic.

Kazalkhstan regards evolution and establishing the design basis threats for Nuclear
Materials and Nuclear Facilities and institutes of Kazakhstan as very impotent direction for
development of measures for physical protection and it's an urgent problem because: 1)
many important nuclear objects are located in Kazakhstan 2) dual use materials are being
produced in Kazakhstan, 3) and the dangerous political situations in the neighbouring region._ ~j

.1The basis for the investigation of design based threat in Kazakhstan was for the
identification of the objects attractiveness for nuclear sabotage with radiological
consequences for environment and population. Also the threat of nuclear sabotage and/or
the theft of special nuclear material to create a critical mass and/or nuclear shell device. '.,

.'In May 2000, with direct participation of the German Society of Nuclear Reactors and
Facilities Security (GRS), a training seminar was held on establishing of design threats
for hypothetical research reactors and the creation of physical protection conceptions I 71

,'With direct participation of the IAEA a training seminar was held in Almaty on December
2002 for exchange of observed experiences and concrete pathways for establishing DBT
in Kazakhstan were determined. -
This support from IAEA and donor countries has allowed Kazakhstan to create an
ideology and a set of regulatory documents for physical protection of nuclear objects and
an assessment for design threat at the international requirements level. 

Now, relevant authorities of Kazakhstan investigate the issue of design threat. These
are mostly done by the Committee of National Security jointly with the Kazakhstan Atomic
Energy Committee and the administrations of nuclear facilities.
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